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Consumerism 

 
Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�  ا(2>�$ن1: -6أ 9 -8651+ا آ610 و-3451وا %12/ .0/ .$ -,+(+ا ا(�$س أو%$ت؟: ز �
�: ا<ب ? ,AآBCDEآ610 ا F4DG. A$ن�ا(2> F4DG4)ا A�H  3ن�J ,ريت$G , N)$H)ا O. :J$P- A%BD-
18� تB1CXت ان+  6DSي ا(+اUV+  3W %6ض و 6DSي او  6DSي , 18� دJ+ة, 18� دJ$ $ت آ610ة, آ2+

 Y1X,D)$-credit . OC3رت% O. 60ان+ -8651+ا اآ OC�J ,$ل�$ن1: -1�+ا, 8$(2>�ا, -31 +X<2  1]>+ا- ,
2J[ آ/ ان+اع ,  H�A  865+ا 2J[ اآOC2-1]>+ا , -1]>+ا  \61وا 1E$راتgadgets ,NC-1]>+ا 

%+ي DX. ]2J+ى , -b% O 3H$ع ا(J3$ $ت %+ي 18�, O. $8 ه$(�$F4DG. : ? :1W اBCDEآA, ا`BCDEك
:,b�4)ال , آ/ ا O. 610آ A8 ت$ $J3)ش6آ$ت ا /eآ :,b�4)$-staff ر$<e)ا O1fg+4)وا $CH<وال  ت
creative :1$ن�ا (>Uوآ  , Y42[ نJ $H<h 6ثj1<8$ن�ك -2>BCDE`ا.  

 
  

English translation 

 
“Economic Culture” 
 
Zeina:  In your opinion do the Lebanese spend a lot and save little, as people sometimes 
say? 
 
Dad:  Yes.  They have … I mean Lebanese society is a consumer society.  It is trade 
based … you find goods from all over the world; there are lots of advertisements …. 
There are cases for …. There are incentives for people to take out loans and buy or to buy 
on credit.  It’s said about the Lebanese that they spend more than their purchasing power.  
They borrow; they like to dress up; they like gadgets; they like to buy new cars; they like 
to spend money on food … on all kinds of consumption.  From this perspective, yes, it’s 
a consumer society.  And then the advertising sector is strong compared to the whole 
region. A lot of the advertising firms in the region have Lebanese staff, management, and 
‘creatives.’  So, of course, that affects the manner of consumption in Lebanon.   
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